Research Position
Professor Rogers

Assistant Professor Dehanza Rogers in the Department of Film & Media, Emory University, seeks a research assistant (15 hours per week) for her documentary and narrative film projects and associated tasks during the Spring semester (Feb 01 - April 30). The successful candidate will research and organize content, research relevant grants, and assist with the pre-production process. The candidate is someone who can share and express opinions, ideas, and see themselves as a collaborator. They should have an interest in anti-Black racism and exploring (Black) motherhood and reproductive rights in the carceral system, as well as abolitionist and social justice filmmaking.

Strong communication skills and extreme organization are important. Experience in database management (e.g. Notion) and reference management (e.g. Zotero) is required. While not required, a candidate that speaks both English and Spanish is welcomed.

For consideration, applicants need to submit a resume and cover letter, stating why their background makes them a good candidate, to Professor Rogers (dehanza.rogers@emory.edu). Applications will be accepted immediately, and candidates will be considered until the position is filled.

Compensation will be $15.00/ hour.
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